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ABSTRACT 
Single particle spin-orbit interaction energy problem in nuclear shell structure is solved 
through negative harmonic oscillator in the self-similar-structure shell model (SSM) [4] and 
considering quarks’ contributions on single particle spin and orbit momentum. The paper 
demonstrates that single particle motion in normal nuclei is described better by SSM negative 
harmonic oscillator than conventional shell model positive harmonic oscillator[1][2][3]. The 
proposed theoretical formula for spin orbit interaction energy agrees well to experiment 
measurements. 
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The nuclear shell model is the foundation of nuclear structure theory. The problem of 
spin-orbit interaction of single particle motion in nuclear shell model has not been solved for 
long time. The general formula of spin-orbit interaction energy Lsnlj
⋅ε  can be derived from the 
relativistic quantum mechanics and has been successfully used in describing electron motion in 
atomic shell structure. However, when applied to conventional nuclear shell model (SM), the 
general formula is not effective in describing nucleon single particle spin-orbit interaction. Two 
major problems exist: 1) spin orbit interaction energy in conventional shell model )(SMLsnlj⋅ε  is 
positive for 2/1+= lj and negative for 2/1−= lj . The sign of the theoretical formula is 
opposite to the sign of the experimental data )(EXPLsnlj⋅ε  on normal nucleus. 2) The calculated 
spin-orbit interaction energy )(SMLsnlj⋅ε  magnitude is much smaller (an order of magnitude) than 
that of the experimental value )(EXPLsnlj⋅ε . In this paper the above two problems are solved by the 
proposed self-similar-structure shell model (SSM) and considering quarks contributions to spin 
and orbit momentum. 
Single particle motion in self-similar shell model (SSM) is negative harmonic oscillator 
[4]. The sign of SSM spin-orbit energy )(SSMLsnlj⋅ε  is opposite to that of SM spin orbit 
interaction energy )(SMLsnlj⋅ε . It agrees to the sign of experiment measurement value )(EXPLsnlj⋅ε . 
In addition, here we consider that a single nuclear particle consists of three quarks and three 
quarks participate in spin-orbit interactions equally. One single nuclear particle spin corresponds 
to three spins of the three quarks and one single nuclear particle orbit angular momentum 
corresponds to three orbit angular momentums of three quarks. Thus there is a factor of 23  for 
the application of general spin-orbit interaction energy formula to nuclear single particle motion. 
This factor is important for theoretical prediction of the magnitude of SSM spin-orbit interaction 
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value )(SSMLsnlj⋅ε . Conventional nuclear shell model did not consider that a single particle 
(nucleon) consists of three quarks, thus the calculated spin orbit interaction energy )(SMLsnlj⋅ε  is 
much smaller than the experiment value. Notice that self-similar-structure shell model negative 
harmonic circular oscillating frequency SSMnlω  depends upon the single particle configuration [4] 
so that the problem of spin-orbit interaction energy Lsnlj
⋅ε  changing with orbit angular momentum 
L is also solved naturally. 
The proposed formula for spin-orbit interaction energy is: 
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where m  is the single particle mass, c  is the speed of light, ),( rnlU SSMos  is the single particle 
potential. Exclusive of factor 23 , formula (1) can be derived from relativistic quantum mechanics. 
23  Factor is due to the summation of three quarks contributions to nucleon spin and orbit angular 
momentum, as discussed in previous paragraph.  The single particle potential ),( rnlU SSMos  is the 
negative harmonic oscillator potential of self-similar-structure shell model [4]:   
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where SSMnlω is the single particle configuration dependent negative harmonic oscillating 
frequency. Substituting (2) to (1), the energy level for spin-orbit interaction is:  
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 In the calculation of the total spin-orbit interaction ∑ ⋅
A
1
 
Ls
nljε for normal nuclei (where A is 
the total number of nucleons), only Lsnlj⋅ε of the outside single particle orbits are considered 
because Lsnlj
⋅ε of inside single particle orbits cancel each other. According to liquid drop model 
(DM) [5], the charge distribution is uniform in nucleus.  The mean square root radius of outside 
single particle (neutron and proton) orbit is equal to the liquid drop radius.   
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The spin-orbit interaction energy in SSM can be written as: 
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The DM radius is given as 3/10 ArRDM = with fmr 2.10= . For liquid drop model, the binding 
energy 0DME  is a smooth function of nucleons number A and protons number Z. 
Ls
nlj
⋅ε dependence upon A and Z is fluctuating. ∑ ⋅
A
1
 
Ls
nljε correction is required for binding energy  
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 Table 1 shows calculated SSM spin orbit interaction energy and its comparison to 
experimental measurement. Ten nuclei are selected. Most of them are magic number nuclei in 
order to investigate the effects of ∑ ⋅
A
1
 
Ls
nljε on magic nuclei. In the calculation, spin orbit 
interaction energy (5) is: 
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Notice there is no fitting parameter in our calculation of SSM spin orbit interactions. The liquid 
drop energy is Weizacker formual [5]: 
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expE in table 1 is the experiment measured binding energy. It can be seen that SSM spin orbit 
interaction energy agrees to experiment measurement very well. 
  Long-standing problem of single particle motion spin-orbit interaction in nuclear shell 
model is solved. The solution is based upon negative harmonic oscillator in a self-similar-
structure shell model and considers quarks’ contributions on single particle spin and orbit 
momentum. The proposed spin orbit interaction energy formula agrees well to experiment 
measurements. The solution not only improves the theoretical understanding of spin-orbit 
interaction in nuclear shell model, but also demonstrates single particle motion in nuclear shell 
model is better described by negative harmonic oscillator. The solution also helps to improve the 
binding energy formula of liquid drop model.  
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TABLE CAPTIONS 
TABLE. 1: Total spin-orbit interaction energy of SSM model, its correction to liquid drop 
model and its comparison to experiment measurement.  
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(Table 1. Wang et al for PRL) 
